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		                        What's Included?
		                    
		                    	
			                    
			                    	
			                    		
			                    	
			                    	
		                    
		                
		            

		            Our Color Girl Power coloring book is designed for Mighty Girls of all ages. Follow in the footsteps of inspirational women as you color the quotes and illustrations of these Mighty Trailblazers. We hope this book will ignite a spark inside you to blaze your own trail!

Includes:

	1 coloring book with 95 pages of inspiring, girl power quotes and designs
	8.5x11" size





					
		                
		                    
		                        More Details
		                    
		                    	
			                    
			                    	
			                    		
			                    	
			                    	
		                    
		                
		            

		            Cut out your favorite prints to place in 8"X10" or 5"X7" frames - then display them around your home, classroom or office! 

Please note that our coloring book ships from a different warehouse than our products, so it may arrive at a different time than your craft kits if purchased together.



					
		                
		                    
		                        Free Shipping + Returns
		                    
		                    	
			                    
			                    	
			                    		
			                    	
			                    	
		                    
		                
		            

		             FREE Shipping on all US orders!





If you're not overjoyed with our crafts, let us know! We're here to make things right with a simple, happy return.





					
		                
		                    
		                        Customers Love Us
		                    
		                    	
			                    
			                    	
			                    		
			                    	
			                    	
		                    
		                
		            

		            
★★★★★ 


"This shipped so quickly! Thank you for that. My daughter is going to love it! What a fun idea!" - Veronica



★★★★★ 


 "I was really impressed with the packaging. I gave it as a gift for my niece and I’m excited to see how it turns out." - Leslie



★★★★★ 


 "Communication with the seller was amazing, and this is the second year I have purchased because we love them so much. Absolutely satisfied" -kingliza





Read More Reviews 













                    

                



    

    
        

    
    
        

    




    










       
                        Trusted by over 4,200 Families
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                        Why Kids Crafts?
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Quality MaterialsOur keepsake crafts are designed with quality materials and step-by-step directions.
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Hours of FunCraft kits are the opposite of screen time. These are hands-on, creative activities that keep your girl happily engaged IRL.
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We give backKids Crafts™ is proud to give back to organizations that work to empower girls across the globe.
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Kid-FriendlyOur CreateHER craft kits come with self-adhesive stickers for little hands and easy clean up.
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